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Instructor: Otmar Hilliges
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1 Camera to GUI Mapping
Q 2.1:

function H=homography(x1,x2) //Let x1,x2 be 3Xn correspondence sets in planes 1 and
2.

{
n<-length(x1);
A[3n][9]<-0;
O[1][3]<-0;

for i <-1 to n
{
X <- i’th point in x1;
x <- x co-ordinate of i’th point in x2;
y <- y co-ordinate of i’th point in x2;
w <- z co-ordinate of i’th point in x2;

A[3*i-2]= [O -w*X y*X];
A[3*i-1]= [w*X O -x*X];
A[3*i]= [-y*X x*X O];
}

[U,sigma,V] <- svd(A);
T <- Last column of V

for i <- 1 to 3
{
for j <- 1 to 3
{
for k <- 1 to 9
{
H[i][j] <- T[k];
}
}
}

}

Q 2.2: Since a homography is defined upto a scale factor, it has only 8 degrees of freedom. Each pair of
correspondences gives us two equations, so a mimimum of 4 correspondences suffice to estimate the homography.

Q 2.4: The result of the DLT algorithm as presented above is dependent on the origin and scale of the co-
ordinate system in the image. This is a very undesirable property as it makes the algorithm quite unstable. The
reason for this non-invariance has to do with how the DLT method uses the SVD of A to obtain a solution to the
overdetermined set of equations Ah = 0. For exact data and infinite precision the result is fine but in the presence
of noise the solution typically diverges from the correct result. For the point correspondence version of DLT, a
normalization step would ensure that the solution converges to the correct result.

Further, our algorithm is robust with respect to noise only if the source of this noise is in the measurement
of the correspondence feature positions. There will be other situations where the input will be corrupted with
completely false correspondences, meaning that the two features in the images don’t correspond to the same real
world feature at all. In such cases, we must find ways to distinguish inlier and outlier correspondences so that the
homography can be estimated robustly using only inlier matches. The most popular such approach is RANSAC
[1]: The idea of the algorithm is pretty simple; For a number of iterations, a random sample of 4 correspondences
is selected and a homography H is computed from those four correspondences. Each other correspondence is
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then classified as an inlier or outlier depending on its concurrence with H. After all of the iterations are done,
the iteration that contained the largest number of inliers is selected. H can then be recomputed from all of the
correspondences that were consider as inliers in that iteration.

2 Virtual Object Manipulation
Q 3.1: We could simply invert the linear system given in the question arrive at a matrix M. However, such a
procedure would give us one of the possible solutions for m, without any guarantees that M will be in the form
we have assumed in the question. In order to arrive at a solution that also satisfies the imposed constraints, we
must algebraically isolate each variable a,b,c and d by writing out expressions for each of them based on the given
system.

Proceeding in this fashion, we obtain:

a =
(x′

2 − x′
1)(x2 − x1) + (y′

2 − y′
1)(y2 − y1)

(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2
(1)

b =
(y′

2 − y′
1)(x2 − x1)− (x′

2 − x′
1)(y2 − y1)

(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2
(2)

c = x′
1 + by1 − ax1 (3)

d = y′
1 − bx1 − ay1 (4)

We may thence estimate s using s =
√

a2 + b2.
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